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Exploring Creation with
Mathematics, Level 4
Important Dates

● Announcements allowed March 23, 2022

● New products shipping to retailer April 15, 2022

● Retailer release of new products May 3, 2022

Title Exploring Creation with
Mathematics, Level 4

All-in-One Student Text and
Workbook

Author Kathryn Gomes

ISBN 978-1-946506-89-4

Product ID 736

Prerequisites None

Price $58.00

# of Pages 425

Publication Date February 2022

Format Spiral
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Title Exploring Creation with
Mathematics, Level 4

Answer Key

Author Kathryn Gomes

ISBN 978-1-946506-90-0

Product ID 737

Prerequisites None

Price $23.00

# of Pages 272

Publication Date February 2022

Format Softcover

Recommended Grade
4th

Product Description
As a hands-on, interactive elementary math curriculum, Exploring Creation

with Mathematics, Level 4 was designed to dive deep into the beauty of

mathematics in all aspects of life, including the symmetry and patterns that

surround us every day. In level 4, students learn place value, addition,

subtraction, estimation, multiplication, division, geometry, measurement,

fractions, and decimals. Activities, projects, and games help students see the

beauty, order, and truth of creation.

Author Biography
Kathryn Gomes
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Kathryn (Bell) Gomes holds a M. Ed. in mathematics from the University of

Pennsylvania and a B.S. in mathematics from the University of Pittsburgh.

She has taught math to home schooled students for thirteen years and is very

familiar with the challenges of learning math at home—she was home

schooled herself! Kathryn spent three years teaching mathematics in inner

city Philadelphia through Teach for America. She then taught in the most

ethnically diverse high school in Pennsylvania. During this time, she designed

Algebra 1 and Algebra 2 curricula for English Language Learners. Now one of

her great passions is improving mathematics education for home-schoolers

by increasing rigor while still maintaining the creativity and free thinking that

she enjoyed in her own education. She and her husband Jason live near

Philadelphia with their three children. When she is not working on something

math-related Kathryn is probably trying out a science experiment with her

three little ones, cooking something spicy, or running in a local Philly race.
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